
 

Sablet is one of the most attractive 

villages of the Vaucluse. Sablet knew 

how to preserve his old aspect 

characterized by its concentric shape 

and by the important number of his 

“soustets” (covered passages). Besides, 

it kept an important heritage that we 

invite you to discover. 

 

1-Bulwarks (Barrys): They still 

surround the entirety of the medieval 

city and are distinctly visible on the 

north/northwest sides. Certain 

historians of the last century trace 

their construction in the eleventh 

century. But it seems more probable 

that they were definitely finished only 

from 1350. 

Nevertheless, only the north and south 

portals, protected by some “chicanes”, 

could enable access to the hearth of 

the village. The attacker therefore 

met serious difficulties to invade the 

place. 
 

2-The towers: their building is certified from the 14th century. United to 

the ramparts, they are regularly spaced out of about 33 meters apart. The 

informed observant can still discovers at least eight of them. But it seems 

obvious that he must have had three others, today destroyed or included in 

houses. They were all linked up together by a watchtower still visible in 

places. One more time, Sablet shows well his defensive aspect and likely to 

repel a good number of invaders. 
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3-Place des Barrys: It is necessary to take time to admire the nice 

point of view on the low land of the Comtat from the orientation table. 
 
4- The house from the XVIth century: The residence introduces a 

nice “façade” overcome by a pediment dated of 1544. 
 

5-The Church: of Roman style, its bases date from the 

12th century. His massive bell tower, witch gives a 

superb panorama on vicinity, shows the defensive 

aspect searched by the villages from the establishment 

of the community. Certain walls exceed 1.30 meters in 

thickness. The square culminates at 214 metres. 

Endowed with a very sober decoration, the interior is in 

deed interesting for the one who knows how to 
decipher secrets inscribed for centuries in stone. 

 

 

6-The house of “Vice Legat”: This nice 

building of the end of the 16th beginning of 

the 17th century, accommodated the 

representative of the papacy. 
 

7-The fountain and the wash house: Her 

cool water with a very regular flow, winter 

as summer, makes them one of the jewels 

of the village. Only some elders know the 

origin of the source, but they are well 

careful to not reveal you his precise 

location, this is a secret of the ancestors. 

Her very sunny establishment makes this a 

privileged meeting place where young and 

less young follow their debates extremely 

late during the summer evenings. Some 

“washer women” still use this haven of 

peace to perpetuate an ancestral tradition, 

in the big astonishment of the tourists. 
 

8- St Roch and St Nazaire Chapels: Texts kept in Vatican’s archives in 

Rome prove their establishment from 12th century. Located on the road 

of Carpentras, St Nazaire receives exhibitions of arts organized by the 

“Compagnons des Barrys”. 


